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 Project Overview

1.1.  Apex Token APEXTOKEN is a cryptocurrency built on trust, with an ecosystem providing a secure and transpar�ent way for users to 
transact with each other. 



The solid community and the innovative vision are APEXTOKEN’s keys to success despite the volatile market conditions. 



Seeing a vast increase in holders and new community members, APEXCOIN attracts investors with the new Roadmap and 
high guaranteed APY offered in the staking pool GolStaking, which re�wards users for holding APEXTOKEN in their wallets. 



The ecosystem allows users to easily buy, sell, and trade GolCoins, NFTs, in addition to creating virtual worlds and 
interacting with each other. 



It is the APEXTOKEN goal to connect realities and to impact lives with digital currencies, from for�ward-thinking 
cryptocurrencies to a modern decentralized exchange and growing ecosystem, with a team comprised of Web03 
disrupters with expertise spanning from serial entrepreneur�ship to blockchain, marketing, engineering prowess, and 
beyond. 


1.2.  Mission Believing in economic equity and freedom, APEXTOKEN has emerged to safeguard people’s wealth and to bridge them 
with a futuristic investment plan. Presenting an ecosystem curated using the world’s top-notch tech and most creative 
minds behind, GolCoin aspires to eliminate the old investing issues and to diversify the economic structure in the world of 
WEB3.0 to maximize profit and value for everyone.
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2.  Ecosystem

2.1.  ICO Launchpad Platform

2.2.  Agartha

Apex crew will launch ICO Launchpad Platform for new tokens on multiple networks, this would be a complete community 
driven platform and ApexToken would be its prime transaction token and staking token

As the world has adopted the metaverse with the entrance of the largest technology entities like Meta, Microsoft, and 
Google - in addition to industry and societal leaders, web3.0 has dominated the future and is waiting to be invested.
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3.  Branding

3.1.  Logo

3.2.  Colours

The brand is elevated with a unique identity, a more secure system and upgradable contract. In addition, GolCoin will 
announce a precise mechanism on coinmarketcap and Etherscan to be reachable and transparent at any time.

In order to have the propeller image of APEXTOKEN, the brand has a 3-dimensional look that suits the futuristic plan of 
ApexToken


The color palette used for APEXTOKEN reflects its uniqueness, creativity and inventivity by using the purple color which 
represents mystery, fantasy and the future. And orange which is used to portray youth, energy and boldness.
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4.  Roadmap

We have developed Apex Token 
in a multiple networks, these are 

not mutually pegged but 
internally exchanges will be 

available in future roadmaps. 
Tokens are written in ERC20, 

BEP20, TRC20.



Want access to DeFi lending and 
borrowing but don’t want to give 

up your BTC or FIL to do so? 
Apex Token is the world's leading 

Wrapped Bitcoin (WBTC) and 
Wrapped Filecoin (EFIL) 

merchant. Instantly mint WBTC 
and EFIL and deploy it on 

Compound, MakerDAO, dYdX, 
Curve and other top DeFi 

protocols.




Apex Token works with the top 
crypto custodians like Anchorage, 

BitGo, and Gemini Custody to 
securely store your funds. Storage 
and custody fees are waived for all 

Apex Token users. BTC, ETH, 
USDT, USDC, LINK, UNI, MKR, 
COMP, FIL with more to come.




Apex token will be conducting 
presale on 3 networks at the 

same time in a single platform


On Apex Token, it’s never been 
easier to put your crypto to 
work. Apex Token stakes, 

generates, and signs blocks on 
your behalf while you retain full 
ownership of your tokens and 
earn monthly rewards on Apex 

Token.


Apex Token 
Generation


DEFI ICO launchpad 
platforms

Pre Sale 
ICO


Staking

OCT 2022

FEB 2023 JAN 2023

NOV 2022 DEC 2022
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5.  Tokenomics

Token Name 

Decimal

Token Symbol 

Total Supply

ERC Supply TRC Supply

BNB Supply ERC 0x254F688c6Fda1E1B92279Ea862c7c36C7831Fa00

BNB 0x254F688c6Fda1E1B92279Ea862c7c36C7831Fa00

TRC TQuEgzwULJHinwpRLSZWrTtGphxWMaL9yC

Apex Token

18

APX

1,50,00,00,00,000

30,00,00,00,000 90,00,00,00,000

30,00,00,00,000

Binance Ethereum tron

Multi Blockchain Technology
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